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This ultimate workbook is designed to help you identify the five
most impactful emotional traumas & begin lasting healing

immediately.

H E A L I N G  S O U L  T R A U M A  W O R K B O O K

THE ULTIMATE



Identify your deepest, most
impactful soul trauma wounds:
rejection, abandonment,
humiliation, betrayal & injustice.
Pinpoint what kind of behaviors
are activated as a result
withdrawn, dependent,
masochist, controlling and
harsh.
Recognize HOW each wound is
activated.
Understand ways to heal each
wound.

This workbook has been created to
help you:

1.

2.

3.

4.

INTRODUCTION
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If you're reading this, you're an
extraordinary person. Only the
most sensitive, creative, and
bravest individuals in the world
are willing to be vulnerable
enough to the deep inner work
of acknowledging and healing
their unhealed traumas.
Unhealed traumas - which can
be thought of as soul wounds -
affect every aspect of our lives,
from our daily habits, our
personal relationships, the
trajectory of our careers and
even our physical health.

This workbook will provide you with the insights and information you
need to maximize your full potential by guiding you through the
process of identifying and healing your soul traumas.



REFLECT
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What would you like to get out of this workbook? 

What are your intentions for healing?

What kind of outcome do you imagine for yourself if you are
successful in healing your traumas?

How will  your life improve or change as a result of deep emotional
healing?



EMOTIONAL
HEALING

soul wounds

Before each of us we
incarnated in our physical
bodies, we chose what
emotional lesson to settle
in this lifetime. We all
come into the world with
wounds that we must
learn to work through.
Most of us are not
consciously aware of
these lessons, but over
the course of a lifetime
we pick up tools and skills
that help us regulate our
emotional reactions.

There are 5 main
emotional trauma
wounds and each of us
has at least 2 of them.

It's normal to consciously hate
emotional pain. Our first
instinct is to avoid it. When
faced with emotionally
difficult situations our
conscious mind will trigger a
behavioral response that
attempts to mask our pain.
Our conscious mind
convinces us that we are not
wounded  by activating a
sense of denial. Every time
our conscious mind slips into
denial, we hide something
from ourselves. 

We betray our true selves
when we  ignore the needs of
our soul’s evolution by
denying our soul wounds.
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REFLECT
What are some of the emotional wounds that  you are ready to
work through?

What tools and skills have you already learned and/or utilized
during your lifetime to regulate your emotional reactions?

What does it feel like when you are being true to yourself?
When you are being authentically you?
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WHY
INTUITION IS
important

For the vast majority of people,
societal norms quickly override
our intuition. We learn to listen
to the advice of our parents,
caregivers, and other members
of society. What may feel
natural and instinctive for us,
may not necessarily be run-of-
the-mill advice doled out by the
mainstream narrative. 

In order to fit in, to be accepted,
and even loved, we feel the
need to act in certain ways,
effectively “putting on a mask”
to become what others would
like to see. Unfortunately, we
can get stuck in an endless
cycle of "mask wearing" which,
over time, can cause anger and
resentment to build up.

Our intuition helps direct us
towards the people and
situations that will assist us in
growing and evolving in
accordance with our life plan.
 
We come into the world with  
 an intuitive sense that helps
us focus on the needs of our
soul.  Without societal
conditioning we are guided
through life's ups and downs
by our intuition. Our gut
instinct helps us navigate
difficult situations while
supporting our soul's
evolution.

WE STAY TRUE TO OURSELVES BY LISTENING TO OUR
INTUITION (THE VOICE OF OUR SOUL), ESPECIALLY WHEN

OUR WOUNDS ARE ACTIVATED.

TO SELF-HEALING
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What does intuition mean to you? 

Have you ever felt uneasy in certain situations or around certain
people, and found out later that your gut instinct was accurate i.e.
the situation was in fact, dangerous or the person who gave you
the bad feeling actually had malicious intent? Describe the
situation.

Do you ever feel like you are putting "on a mask" to hide your true
feelings or hide your authentic self in order to be accepted, fit in,
gain approval or stay safe?

Do you feel resentful or angry towards anyone, or anything, in
particular? Can you pinpoint why?

REFLECT
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OUR THOUGHTS
SHAPE OUR
reality

It's important to
understand that our beliefs
dictate our conscious
actions. Beliefs can be
defined as thoughts that
we keep thinking. 

Ultimately, we can change
our beliefs by changing our  
thoughts.  It can feel
amazingly liberating to
know that changing our
thought patterns helps us
change our lives. 
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We all take on beliefs
about who we SHOULD
be, which can prevent us
from being who we really
WANT to be. 

Our perspectives change as
we gain greater awareness
of how much influence our
thoughts have over our
daily habits. 



REFLECT
Can you identify any specific thoughts that pop up repeatedly
for you? What are those thoughts?

Are you aware of any beliefs that you currently hold, that you
would like to change or let go of? What are those beliefs?

Do you currently engage in any regular practices that help you
become aware of your thoughts i.e. meditation or
mindfulness? What are they and how often do you practice?
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THE 5 DEEPEST
EMOTIONAL  wounds

This emotional trauma becomes a soul
wound when it is activated between the
moment of conception until the first year of
life.  Most commonly, this happens when
we feel rejected by a parent of the same
sex. As a result, we can begin to question
our very right to exist. Most people with this
soul wound begin to exhibit withdrawn
behavior manifested through:

Dissatisfaction with who we are.
Feeling like our lives are meaningless.
Lack of self-respect.
Considering ourselves a family freak.
Overwhelming anxiety.
Not paying attention to the physical world,
getting lost in a facade of intellectualism.
Escaping life via alcohol, drugs, constant
travel or virtual games.
Getting lost in fantasy worlds of the
imagination.
Feeling taciturn & withdrawn.
Excessive isolation leading to loneliness.
Avoiding the present moment by staying
constantly busy.
Perfectionism.
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THE WOUND OF REJECTION
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REFLECT
Have you ever felt rejected by a parent or caregiver? Describe
any memories that make you feel this way.

Have you ever questioned your very right to exist? 

Check off any of the following behavior traits that resonate with
you:

____Feeling dissatisfied with who you are. 
____Feeling like your life is meaningless.     
____Lacking a sense of self-respect.          
____Considering yourself a family freak.     
____Inexplicable anxiety.                              
____Using your intellect as an excuse to avoid emotional work.                  
____Numbing out via alcohol, drugs, constant travel, video games,
gambling, or shopping.                          
____Getting lost in fantasy as an escape.    
____Feeling taciturn & withdrawn.                
____Excessive isolation leading to loneliness.
____Avoiding the present moment by staying constantly busy. 
____Perfectionism 
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THE 5 DEEPEST
EMOTIONAL  wounds

This emotional trauma becomes a soul
wound when it is activated between the
ages of one and three. Typically people
with this soul wound have a parent of the
opposite sex who is unable or unwilling to
provide adequate parental support on the
emotional plane. These individuals fail to
receive enough attention. This results in 
 dependent behavior, which manifests itself
through:

Problems with independent functioning
and fear of loneliness.
Feeling sad without knowing its cause.
Crying alone sometimes for long hours.
Developing the victim’s attitude – believing
in bad luck, endless drama & attracting
chronic sickness.
Taking on others emotions and suffering.
Celebrity delusions, a constant need to be
the center of attention.
Problems with making decisions and
acting independently, picking on others.
Not listening to the advice of others.
Problems ending relationships.
Sinking into ourselves in the presence of
an angry or aggressive person.
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THE WOUND OF ABANDONMENT
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REFLECT
Have you ever felt abandoned by a parent or caregiver?
Describe the event and how it made you feel.

Do you recall either of your parents/caregivers as being unable
or unwilling to provide adequate emotional support? Describe
any memories in which you recall this happening:

Check off any of the following behavior traits that resonate
with you:

____Having a hard time being independent.
____Being afraid of loneliness.
____Feeling sad without knowing why.
____Crying alone sometimes for long hours.
____Getting stuck in a victim mindset – believing in bad luck, endless
drama & attracting chronic sickness.
____Taking on others emotions and suffering.
____Celebrity delusions, a constant need to be the center of attention.
____Trouble making decisions and acting independently.
____Finding it hard to listen to the advice of others.
____Problems ending relationships.
____Shrinking down, wanting to curl into a ball or fetal position in the
presence of an angry or aggressive person.
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This emotional trauma becomes a soul
wound when it is activated between the
first and third year of life. This most
commonly occurs when a parent 
 inappropriately brings attention to physical
functions and sensual pleasure. This
triggers a feeling of shame in the child. This
overwhelming sense of shame results in
masochist behavior manifested by:

THE 5 DEEPEST
EMOTIONAL  wounds
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THE WOUND OF HUMILIATION
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Feeling like we're constantly being judged.
Doing everything to be worthy in the eyes of
God or those we love.
Always using restraint when speaking.
The tendency to justify others' behavior.
Reluctance to admit to our sensuality.
Suppressing our sensual drive.
Fear of punishment for enjoying life.
Prioritizing the needs of others over our own.
Feeling often sloppy, dirty or unworthy.
Compensates for different needs with food
Feeling like it's easy to put on weight.
A talent for making people laugh, but often
by mocking or humiliating ourselves.



Do you recall feeling humiliated by a parent or caregiver?

Do you recall a parent or caregiver inappropriately calling attention
to your bodily functions and/or sexual pleasure or triggering a
feeling of shame in you as a child? 

Check off any of the following behavior traits that resonate with
you:

REFLECT
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____Feeling like you're constantly being judged.
____Doing everything to be worthy in the eyes of
God or those you admire/love.
____Always using restraint when speaking.
____Feeling the need to justify others' behavior.
____Reluctance to admit to our sensuality.
____Suppressing our sensual drive.
____Fear of punishment for enjoying life.
____Prioritizing the needs of others over our own.
____Feeling sloppy, dirty or unworthy.
____Compensates for different needs with food
____Feeling like it's easy to put on weight.
A talent for making people laugh, but often by
mocking or humiliating ourselves.



THE 5 DEEPEST
EMOTIONAL  wounds

This emotional trauma becomes a soul
wound when It occurs between the ages of
two and four of life. If one of our parents
(typically a parent of the opposite sex) are 
 unable to provide us with enough attention
or we lose trust in that parent because of
unfulfilled promises, lies, or a series of
misunderstandings, we become emotionally
traumatized. This results in behavior that can
appear controlling. It can also manifest as:
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THE WOUND OF BETRAYAL
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Imposing our will and point of view on others.
Demonstrating our own strength.
A constant need to improve.
Striving for honors, titles, the need to be special, and important.
Attaching importance to reputation.
Lack of tolerance for the lies of others but we feel the need to lie.
High expectations of others along with insensitivity.
Manipulative tendencies.
Strong urge to plan everything.
Lack of flexibility when faced with unexpected circumstances.
Lack of trust in the opposite sex.
Problems with discovering and confiding in others.
Jump to quick conclusions.
Quick reasoning and action.
"Ghosting" i.e. suddenly end relationships & cutting off contact.



Do you recall feeling betrayed or lied to by a parent or caregiver?

Can you describe a time when you felt betrayed by a parent or
caregiver because of unfulfilled promises, lies, or a series of
misunderstandings? How did it make you feel?

Check off any of the following behavior traits that resonate with
you:

REFLECT
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Imposing our will and point of view on others.
Demonstrating our own strength.
A constant need to improve.
Striving for honors, titles, the need to be special, and
important.
Attaching importance to reputation.
Lack of tolerance for the lies but okay with lying.
High expectations of others along with insensitivity.
Manipulative tendencies.
Strong urge to plan everything.
Lack of flexibility when faced with unexpected circumstances.
Lack of trust in the opposite sex.
Problems with discovering and confiding in others.
Jump to quick conclusions.
Quick reasoning and action.
"Ghosting" i.e. suddenly end relationships & cutting off contact.



THE 5 DEEPEST
EMOTIONAL  wounds

This emotional trauma becomes a soul
wound when it occurs between the age of
four and six, particularly when a child senses
injustice as a result of a parent of the same
sex being dry, emotionless, one-dimensional
or rarely showing joy or excitement This
results in harsh behavior which can look like:
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THE WOUND OF INJUSTICE
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Needing to prove our vitality despite being tired.
Difficulty admitting problems.
Toxic positivity or constant optimism.
Perfectionism and fear of losing control.
Unaware of our own injustice towards others.
Having a hard time showing feelings.
Inability to form a satisfying intimate relationship.
High demands on our bodies.
Refusing to rest or acknowledge illness.
Tolerant of pain and cold.
A tendency to criticize ourselves and others.
Valuing skills above feelings.



Do you recall feeling a sense of injustice towards a parent or
caregiver?

Can you describe a time when a parent or caregiver did not
reciprocate or understand something that made you happy or
excited? Were you raised by a caregiver who was emotionless or
hard to read?

Check off any of the following behavior traits that resonate with
you:

REFLECT
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_Needing to prove our vitality despite being
tired.
Difficulty admitting problems.
Toxic positivity or constant optimism.
Perfectionism and fear of losing control.
Unaware of our own injustice towards others.
Having a hard time showing feelings.
Inability to form a satisfying intimate
relationship.
High demands on our bodies.
Refusing to rest or acknowledge illness.
Tolerant of pain and cold.
A tendency to criticize ourselves and others.
Valuing skills above feelings.



HOW DO SOUL
WOUNDS GET 
activated?

A wound can be activated by somebody’s attitude or
behavior towards us.
It can be activated by our attitude towards someone else.
We can also activate it by the attitude we have towards
ourselves.
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Different wounds get
activated depending on the
day. We go from one wound
to another depending on the
circumstances and people
around us.

It can be helpful to remember that we criticize in others what
we do not want to see in ourselves. It can also be useful to ask
ourselves: what annoys, irritates or angers me about others?
These annoyances point to the aspects of our own selves that
we are displeased with.

It's important to understand that it's normal to be afraid of
change. It can feel much easier to try to change the people
around us than to change ourselves. Trying to change others is
an uphill battle.  Working on ourselves is ultimately our best
course of action. It's unrealistic to think that friends and family
will meet all of our expectations. The healthiest course of action
for mental well-being is to let go of external expectations and
instead work on meeting our own need for self-love.



HOW CAN YOUR
SOUL WOUNDS BE
healed?

We heal as we begin to understand that our inability to accept
people and events as they are affects our perception of reality and
reactions in any given situation.  Our goal is to observe our
emotional pain as it happens, before speaking or acting. We need to  
feel any feelings that come up, knowing that all emotions are meant
to be felt. Each soul wound can be addressed in the following ways:

Rejection Wound
Healing depends on feeling good in our own skin, regardless of
external validation or acknowledgment.

Abandonment Wound
To heal we need to work on feeling good even when we are alone,
and to resist looking for attention.

Humiliation Wound
Our healing depends on healthy boundaries that require us to check
in with our own needs before we commit our time and energy to
others.
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The key to healing is to first
become aware of the wound and
accept it. Observing our reactions
when wounds become activated
instead of letting knee-jerk
reactions dominate. 



HOW CAN YOUR
SOUL WOUNDS BE
healed?

Betrayal Wound
Healing occurs  when we
allow ourselves to feel proud
of our achievements, even if
no one else appreciates or
acknowledges those
achievements. It's important
for us to release attachment
to results and give up our
desire to be in the spotlight.

Injustice Wound
Healing depends on allowing
ourselves to be human:
accepting that we do not
need to be perfect. We heal
as we give ourselves
permission to tune into our
sensitive side, to allow
ourselves to feel anger and
fear without guilt or
judgment.
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We heal as we begin to
understand that our
inability to accept people
& events as they are
affects our perception of
reality & reactions in any
given situation.  Our goal
is to observe emotional
pain, before speaking or
acting. We need to  feel
feelings that come up,
knowing that all emotions
are meant to be felt.  It's
also important for us to
forgive the people who
have wounded us,
especially our parents.
Forgiveness is the key to
emotional freedom.



H E A L I N G  S O U L  T R A U M A
W O R K B O O K
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Daily energy clearing exercises
Nervous system reprogramming meditations
Perspective-shifting journal prompts
Guidance & support from a master energy worker & certified coach
Learn to identify & release your emotional triggers
Learn to stop emotions from controlling you
Deepen your knowledge of how to be the best version of yourself 
Decode what your feelings tell you about your internal reality 
Identify the barriers that prevent you from being your best self
 Assess your self-esteem and identify ways to improve it
Connect to your authentic self & watch your life improve as a result

5 Module Video Workshop with Insights & Perspective Shifts
Transformation Workbook and Journal
5 Emotional Freedom Technique Tap Along Videos 
5 Restorative Meditations
Personalized Hypnosis Audio Track made just for you
Either 6, 12 or 24 Private Sessions  (depending on the level you
choose)

Recommendations for the deepest level of emotional balance and
energetic healing:

If you are ready to go deep into the healing your own emotional trauma
so you can start enjoying your career, relationships, your body, and
your daily routine, I've developed The Ultimate Mind-Body-Soul Reset
just for you. It includes:

Get started today by filling out the application form, spaces are limited!
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https://forms.wix.com/422845d5-11c0-41b9-90c2-52d3a16e38fb:8c488161-2e36-4080-ae5e-6aa5bbf209f3

